Abstract. In this paper, we present a statistical analysis of traffic features at the packet level. We show that all traffic features demonstrate similar approximately power-law distribution for different time and interval at minute time scale except for the packet size. We observe that feature entropy and independent feature symbols number for fixed packets number are relatively stable in a short time interval, which is very useful for traffic anomaly detection.
Introduction
Network traffic analysis has become increasingly important for various network management functions such as traffic modeling, traffic engineering and anomaly detection and response. In 1999, Vern Paxson published a presentation titled 'Why Understanding Anything About The Internet Is Painfully Hard' [1] . In his presentation, Vern Paxson describes the Internet as: "ubiquitous diversity and change: over time, across sites, how the network is used, and by whom".
Prior work has focused primarily on distributions concerning the flow size distribution (given a flow size s, find the number of flows with size s) is studied in [2] [3] [4] , where a flow is a sequence of packets that share the same five tuples of (source IP, port, destination IP, port and protocol), Distributional aspects such as entropy (e.g. entropy of the packet distribution over various IP addresses and ports) has also been a subject of current interest [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Despite many work on feature distributions concerning the flow size, little attention has been paid on traffic feature distributions involving source and destination addresses and ports, etc; Although entropy of traffic features has been studied in anomaly detection area, little work correlates traffic feature distributions to their entropy values. To our knowledge, putting traffic feature entropy value distributions on a very long time zone and analyzing their stability is also an untouched area.
In this paper, we focus on six traffic features: source IP address (SIP), destination IP address (DIP), source port (SP), destination port (DP), packet size (PS) and flow symbol (FS). FS is defined as a symbol to indicate different flows, i.e., if the packets have the same five tuple they have the same FS. For studying the traffic features we define a stochastic process X=( Xs , : s = 1 , 2 , . . .) to stand for a specific traffic feature symbol series of consecutive packets of a traffic trace.
We examine each traffic feature at the packet level in this work and try to answer the following basic questions: What does the distribution of each traffic feature looks like at different time and interval? Does it exist some characters that do not change with time and observation point?
To answer these questions, we measure, using statistical parameters, the features in four traffic datasets, two collected in 2007 and 2010 at one of the link between TUNET(the Tsinghua University campus Network) and CERNET(the China Educational & Research Network), the other two in 2007 and 2010 at CERNET international link from China to USA.
Related Work
Some papers [2] [3] [4] focus on tracking flow size distribution. Some works [10, 11] disclose other characters of traffic feature. Eddie et al. [10] find that traffic IP Addresses can be well modeled by a multi-fractal Cantor by observing their structure. Nahur et al. [11] find the long range mutual information phenomenon of FS.
There are also a lot of papers [5] [6] [7] [8] that use traffic feature entropy to analyze traffic, but none of them to put the feature entropy in a long time zone to observe the changing pattern. Finally, Alice et al. [12] find the contribution of some traffic feature in discriminating the protocol classes is the same in different network locations and if it does not change in time. Different from [12] , our work tries to find the more general rule for the traffic features.
Datasets
Our traces are collected from CERNET and TUNET. CERNET is the first and the largest nationwide education and research computer network in China, and is one of China's seven major backbone networks. TUNET is the biggest campus network in China and also one of the biggest campus networks in the world. Two datasets are collected in 2007 and 2010 at one of the OC-48 link between TUNET and CERNET, the other two in 2007 and 2010 at CERNET international OC-48 link from China to USA. For accurate analysis, instead of using netflow sampled flow-level data all traffic traces we used are collected by our monitoring system like IPMON [9] . All traces are fully captured packet-level data without sampling. Only packet headers are captured for saving spaces.
Feature Distribution
We define symbol length for a specific feature similar as the flow length, i.e., the same symbol's number for an interval or consecutive packets number. From statistical analysis of different traffic traces we find that the symbol length distributions of traffic features (SIP, DIP, SP, DP, FS) all approximately follow a power-law distribution for different time and interval at minute time scale, but the PS is an exception. We plot the frequency versus the DIP symbol length in log-log scale for different consecutive packets number in Fig. 1 a)-e) . We plot the same figure for PS in Fig. 1 f)-g ).
Figure 1. The symbol length distribution
Comparing the figures we can see the difference. The power law does not change for X (DIP) distribution with different consecutive packets number, while the distribution law begins to change for X (PS) with gradually adding the statistical packets number (see Fig. 1 i),j) ). Others (SIP, SP, DP, FS) are similar to DIP, i.e., they have similar power-law distributions as DIP---the main difference among them is the slope value. We here neglect their figures due to limited space. The reason for the changing distributions maybe X (PS) value is restricted between 40 (no payload) and 1500(MTU) in ethernet for ipv4, while other features value has a wider range (232 for IP addresses, 28 for ports, 283 for flow symbols). We will leave further analysis on feature distribution for our future works.
Feature Analysis
Methodology of Computing Entropy. Shannon introduced information entropy to capture the degree of dispersal or concentration of a distribution of a sample. We start with an empirical process X = {n i ; i = 1, N}, meaning that feature symbol i occurs n i times in the sample. Then the sample entropy is defined as:
Where S is the total number of observations of X. N is the total independent feature symbols number in all observations. The value of sample entropy lies in the range (0; logN). The metric takes on the value 0 when the distribution is maximally concentrated, i.e., all observations are the same. It takes on the value logN when the distribution is maximally dispersed, i.e., n 1 = n 2 = …= n N .
Hence, entropy can be computed on a sample of consecutive packets. We compute each entropy of traffic features in Table 1 using the same methodology as [5] which sets a sliding window of a fixed size, W=10000. That is, S=10000. We compute the first S packets feature entropy for a traffic trace and then move to the next S packets. We define the consecutive S packets as a packet unit. N is the total independent feature symbols number for all observations in a packet unit. Let us take the feature---SIP as an example to illustrate, if there are K distinct SIP number in a packet unit, then the independent SIP symbols number---N is K.
Entropy Stability. From measuring and analyzing traffic feature entropy values of traffic traces from different time and locations, we find all features entropy values keep relatively stable for a very short time interval(at second time scale for our traces). Fig. 3 presents the consecutive 200 entropy values distribution for all traffic features. From Fig. 2 we can see all feature entropy values keep relatively stable, hence the current entropy value range can be predicted by a few previous entropy values. Sharp entropy value changes (out of the range) may indicate an anomaly. Many anomaly detectors [5] [6] [7] are based on this similar observations. 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a statistical analysis for measuring the packet-level features of internet traffic. The analysis to different traces has shown that all traffic features have similar approximately power-law distributions for different time and interval at minute time scale except for the packet size. The feature entropy values keep relatively stable for a short time interval because adjacent packet unit traffic shows more similar distributions than the farther one.
